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Dear Parents, 
 
Well done to everyone this week, a fun packed week in Reception.  The days have been wetter and seemed longer, and a few of 
us are beginning to feel tired, but we continue to love learning as you will see in our letter! The boys have had another great 
week. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
  

Literacy 
 
We have been reading stories about families this week. We have 
read a book called ‘The Great Big Book of Families’ which shows 
the boys that all families are different. Some families are big and 
some are small, some have lots of children, some have one child 
etc.  We then talked about the differences between ourselves, 
and that we all have different families.  We also spoke about 
family members who live in other countries.  Books really do 
bring so many different discussions to their lives.   
 
The boys have also enjoyed reading the book ‘Here We Are’ in 
Assembly.  So many discussions have come from this book, we 
have spoken about caring for our planet, the creatures that live 
on it and also about respecting each other, and again, that we are 
all different. 

The activities have been very practical as it is 
more important to get the boys using the 

correct mathematical language at this stage. 
We have ordered things by length and 

discussed longest, shortest, longer than, 
shorter than, long and short. In both we have 
emphasised the importance of a base line or 

starting line when comparing two objects and 
making sure that the objects are placed on 

the same starting point. 
 

 

Personal, Social and Emotional 
 
In our PSE this week we have been talking about the 
importance of family and the idea of belonging to a group 
whether it is their family, class or a club they go to. We have 
also discussed friendships and the importance of being a good 
friend to others.  
 

Expressive Art and Design 
 
The boys have finished their self-portraits. It is a long 
process as we build the picture in parts. The face is 
drawn and painted first, then we paint the hair and then 
we add the features using a pencil and then oil pastels. 
There are lots of decisions to make along the way and 
the boys loved staring at themselves in the mirrors!   

 
 

We have also looked at the number 4 and tried to find different ways of making 4. We used the Numicon to find the 
different ways.  Please revisit this concept at home. 

Mathematics 
 
Our main focus this week has been on length and height. The boys have ordered themselves and many objects by height and 
talked about who or which one is the tallest, shortest and who is taller or shorter than someone else. It is always fun to see the 
boys trying to line themselves up in height order and they eventually managed it! Leo is the tallest and Raymond is the shortest.  
We wonder whether this will be the case next Summer?  

 



 

 

Here are the displays that the boys have created by making pictures with the common flat shapes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Understanding the World  
 
We have talked about the value of family life and each member’s role in it. We have discussed mums and dads, how they care for 
us, and all the wonderful things they do for us. We have also talked about our extended family of cousins, grandparents, aunties, 
uncles etc.  
 

 

Autumn Time 
 
Next week we will continue to focus on Autumn. The boys had a lovely walk around the school looking for signs of Autumn. Click 
HERE to see what they got up to. Perhaps this weekend you could go for an Autumn Walk with him. We would love to receive lots 
more Autumn things that you may find such as acorns, conkers, leaves, beech nuts etc.  Do have a look on the social media sites for 
some of the photos too. 
 

Have a lovely weekend! 
 
Mrs Taylor and Mr Braidwood 

 

Here are the displays from 
our work on ‘Funnybones’ 

and talking about the bones 
in our bodies. 

https://youtu.be/7lgAcA5pGGg

